What our clients say about us!

“Hi Teresa,
Just a quick one. I just wanted to let you know that we have had wonderful comments
about our invitations. Most people have said they are the most beautiful invitations that
they have ever received. Just thought you'd like to know!
Thank you!” Lindsey Sheffield
“Hi Teresa,
I just wanted to personally thank you for the stationery you provided. Everything came
together beautifully and the stationery worked together with flowers and the look of the
venue so well. Thanks for your patience in the number of iterations we had and it was a
pleasure working with you.” Samara London
“Hi Teresa,
Just to say we absolutely loved all our wedding stationary it went so perfectly and we had
so many comments on it we will be recommending. Thank you so much Kayleigh ”
Staffordshire
“They say that your invites (and save the dates) set the tone for your wedding day so it
seemed pretty vital to find the perfect ones! As soon as I saw Uberfly I knew that no one else's
would do. From the original consultation for our invites to the delivery of our on the day
stationary Teresa was fantastic, her creativity and calm was invaluable. I would not hesitate
to recommend them to anyone looking for quality bespoke stationery.
Thank you for helping make our day perfect!” Claire & Steve Blackhurst - Shropshire
“There is only one word that comes to mind when thinking about Uberfly Invites:
PERFECT!! The service provided by Teresa, the quality and attention to detail were second to
none. Even when I wanted to add my own little touch to the order of service, this was done
flawlessly. Uberfly Invites are without a doubt the ONLY place to go for all your wedding
stationary, and myself and my husband are delighted that we did! I would not have
changed one thing!!!!
I thank you Teresa for all our hard work that you put into everything, it meant the world to
me and Chris!!”
Leanne Harris
Hi Teresa, I have received the wedding invitations and I just wanted to say a big Thankyou.
They are absolutely lovely and I am really pleased with them :) Thankyou !
Amanda, Surrey.
Dear Teresa, I didn't have the time to say thanks for making my invitations a dream come
true! I really can't explain the peace I had since the day I received my sample. Your work is so
clean and classy, I knew I could occupy my mind on something else of my wedding to do
list. You are the best!!! XoXo!!! Greissy Messina & Dariel Santana, Dominican Replublic
Just wanted to say a huge thank you to Teresa for our lovely wedding stationery, picked
it up yesterday and its perfect, Teresa has been great to deal with, so friendly but very
professional too, I will definitely be recommending you in the future, thanks again.
Ann, Cheshire
Hi Teresa, Wanted to say a warm thank you for my lovely invites they really are
magnificent and very original and I will happily recommend Uberfly on the website/to
friends. Rachel Bedfordshire
Hi Teresa,Just to let you know that our invites arrived on Thursday and are BEAUTIFUL!!
I've spent most of today writing them all out and we are just so pleased with them. They are
all just so elegant! Dawn, London.
Teresa, Thank you so much for doing my invites for me they are AMAZING exactly
what I wanted, I will be telling all my friends and family if they need some invites
doing to come and see you :) Again Thank you for all your hard work :)
Amanda, Cheshire
I would like to send you a big Thank you for our on the day stationary. The products were
of the highest quality and made perfectly! Nothing was ever too much trouble, and I would
thoroughly recommend Uberfly to anyone wanting extra special stationary.
Louise, Portishead
My Gorgeous Greetings cards have arrived! Thank you they are perfect :) Xxx
Lisa, Cheshire
Hi Teresa,
I received the cards today and they are perfect!, Thank you so much! Claire, Shropshire
Thanks so much Teresa for your wonderful wedding stationary. It created a beautiful
classic theme that was commented on by many of our guests. Corinne, Cheshire
Hi Teresa All arrived and fabulous. They are really gorgeous Thank you.
Shelley, Plymouth
Hi Teresa, I love the invitations, thank you so much. And my family love them too.
I cant wait for the big day! Thank you for your help. Rachel & Ben xx - Sutton Coldfield
A great big thanks for the beautiful invitations TerasaI cant believe what you did at such
short notice.Thank you - Gaynor - Cheshire
Thank you so much for doing my invitations.
They looked amazing and everyone keeps phoning me to tell me how much they love
them. Thanks again Laura x - Fareham, Hampshire
“Teresa is a very efficient wedding card creator meticulously and timely managing every

part of the process. Her creativity and accuracy ensure your wedding card will show a
lovely touch of elegance and style”. Matteo and Dunja - Oxfordshire

Hi Teresa, I received the invitations yesterday and they are lovely, you've done a fabulous
job! Thank you for being so helpful throughout the process. Katie Dohety, Manchester.
Received the invitations this morning they are beautiful!!They look even more gorgeous in
real life and our guests have all commented on how beautiful they are! Sarah Carrigan,
Cheshire.
Hi teresa just wanted to say a huge thank you for all the wedding stationary you did for
us in August. Everything was beautiful and had so many lovely comments from friends
and family. Have recommended you to lots of people. Thanks again Jennie X
Jennie Ellison, Cheshire
“Hi Teresa, just letting you know that everyone loved our invitations and we have had such
lovely comments about them. Thanks so much!! Lauren xx ”Lauren Sheen, Cheshire
“A massive thankyou to Uberfly for our fabulous wedding stationary and table plan we won
in the Tatton Wedding fayre competition. It all looked beautiful xx” Fiona Jones, Manchester
“Thank you so much for our beautiful wedding stationary. So much choice, but when we
decided they were so much more beautiful than I could have imagined. Wonderful, fast,
friendly service! From the invitations to orders of service and fabulous table plan complete
with beautiful easel, I could not have asked for better. All our guests were talking about the
invitations from the minute they were sent.
Thank you again for adding a touch of class! Highly recommended” Joanna, Manchester.
“ Teresa you've been amazing!” Jennie Wynne, Cheshire
“Thank you so much for our invitations they are absolutely stunning we can't wait for our
family and friends to see them! I am so glad we found you at the Wedding Show! You've made
a job I was dreading so much easier, affordable and enjoyable, we are very grateful!! :) xx” Ria
Hall, Cheshire
“Teresa thank you so much for the gorgeous invitations!!! They are better than I could have
hoped for. I can't wait to send them out. Thank you for your advice and support throughout. We
are truly thrilled and very very happy.
Caroline” Caroline Tieman, Warickshire
“Job complete! Thank you so much for all your help with the invites, oos, table cards, correspondence cards and finally, the thank you cards. You've been a dream to work with and each
product has been quality. With all this in mind, you'll definitely be hearing from me again
soon! Xx” Abbey Brown, West Didsbury.
“Teresa is by far the best wedding supplier we have worked with while planning our wedding.
She has done amazing bespoke day and evening invites, menus, placecards, OOS and table
plans for us. I couldnt be happier with the results. Very friendly service, she and more than
happy to make changes that we've asked for (even at the last minute!). All our friends and
family loved the invites - I cant wait for them to see the rest. I've already recommended her to
every bride-to-be that i know.” Sam Newton, Cheshire
“Absolutely made up with invitations they are absolutely perfect, thank you so so much Teresa
can't wait to send them xxx” Lauren Walsh, Cheshire
“Received our competition win invites yesterday, everything looks wonderful. A big thanks to
Uberfly, Teresa has done a great job.” Neill Jones, Manchester

